
SUMS OF FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED INDEX

WALTER PUGH1

Introduction. The notion of entire functions of bounded index has

been studied by several authors in a number of recent papers [l],

[2], [3], [4].
Little is known about the properties of such functions, and, in

particular, the following "natural" question (which is answered in

this note) does not appear to have been studied.

Is the sum of two functions of bounded index also of bounded index?

Let g(z) be an entire function. We write as usual

M(T, g) = max | g(z) | ,
lzl=r

and given the integer y^Owe associate with v and g the nonnegative

function

(1) Of» = 0,0, g) = max r*    \n\ .
Oses,"    { SI )

If g(z) is of bounded index v, we have, by definition

(2)

7(n) M
ra!

^O(z)

for all z and all integers ra^O.

It is easily seen that there exist functions of index ?< + °° such

that (2) may be replaced by

(3)

,(n) (z)

n.
g afi(z)       (ra = " + 1, " + 2, v + 3, • • ■ ; 0 < a < 1),

where a is a constant.

Using the above definitions and notation the author proves the

following

Theorem. Let g(z) be a function of index v<+ =° satisfying the

condition (3).

Let f(z) be any entire function such that
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(4)

and such that

(5)
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/(0) * 0,

M(2\z\,f) úm,

[August

for all z.
Then, if the constant c(^0) is chosen small enough, the function

(6) h(z) = g(z) + cf(z)

is of index not greater than v.

If for all positive values of q

Q(z)
lim -j—¡- = + <»,
1*1-«. I z|a

and if fi(z) never vanishes, it is easy to find an entire function/(z),

of unbounded index satisfying the conditions (4) and (5).

Let/(z) be such a function. Then, in view of the theorem, a suitable

choice of c yields

F(z) = cf(z) = h(z) - g(z).

Here F(z) is of unbounded index whereas h(z) and — g(z) are of index

at mostï'(< + °°).

We thus obtain the

Corollary. The sum of two functions of bounded index need not be of

bounded index.

(1.1)

1. Proof of Theorem 1. If /(z) is entire, Cauchy's estimate yields

/c«>(z) I
V£M(2T,f)        (a    = r,/<•>(«) =/(*))

for all z and all integers w^O.

From (1.1) we deduce

(1.2)
/(»>(«)

ÚM(2,f)        (|z|   SI).

(1.3)

By (4) 5 = M(2,/)/|/(0)| fcl, and, hence (1.1) and (1.2) yield

/(-)(Z) i
ÚBM(2Y,f)        (|s|   -D

for all z and all integers »^0.
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Let g(z) and/(z) satisfy the conditions of the theorem. We differen-

tiate (6) n^v + 1 times and then use (3), (1.3), and (5); this yields

hM(z)

(1.4) »!
oOf» + \c\ BM{2T,f) g 0(«)(a + \c\B)

(n^v + 1).

If s^v, (1.3) is still valid with ra replaced by s, but (3) no longer

holds, and the differentiation of (6) only leads to

(1.5)

•,(»)
0)

il

gf'í»

si
c\BM(2T,f)        (Ogjí»).

In view of the definition (1) we see that (1.5) and (5) imply

(1.6) max

(   ¿u,0)   )   ^

IX  \ - r =
Sr     I »1 Í

0(z) - \c\ BQ(z).

If | c\ B <1, we deduce from (1.4) and (1.6)

(1.7)
â<»>0) a+   \c\B

c\ B os

*<"(*)Í    Ä(,)0)   I)
nax    <   -   >
âsa"-   (.      i!     I;

(n = v+l,v + 2,v + 3, )•

As c->0

«+   \c\B
X =-j—¡->a < 1.

1-   |c|S

Hence, if c is small enough, X:S 1 and (1.7) shows that h(z) is of index

at most equal to v< + °° . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

2. Proof of the Corollary. The function

(2.1) g(z) = cos z + cosh z

satisfies the differential equation g(4)0)=g(z), and, hence, if we set

g<"0)
(2.2)

we obtain

(2.3)
g(»)(S)

max
0S»â3

kl

ni

imn«-
g(k)(z)

ki

O(s)
(ra è 4),

where &=ra (mod 4) and 0^&^3.
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Lemma. Let g(z) be defined by (2.1) and fi(z) by (2.2). Then, for all z,

(2.4) Q(z) ^ Ae^i2        (0 < A = const).

Proof. It is obvious that Q,(z) is a continuous function of z, and

that, in view of the differential equation, ß(z) never vanishes. Hence,

by choosing A sufficiently small, we can always assume that (2.4)

holds for \z\ ^2.

Now

| cosh z [2 = Kcosh 2x + cos 2y) ^ \(e2x + e~2x - 2)    z = (x + iy),

and hence

(2.5) | cosh z|  ^ AeW        (0 < A = const; | *| ^ 1).

(Throughout this proof we denote positive constants by A and we

do not assume that A has the same value each time it occurs.)

From (2.5) we deduce

(2.6) | cos z |  = | cosh iz |  ^ AeM       (\ y\  ^ 1).

If \z\ ^2
max{|*|, |y|} è  |*|/2 fc 1,

and, by (2.5) and (2.6),

(2.7) |coshz|  + | cos z |   ^ AeWit       (\ z\  ^2).

From (2.1) we deduce

2 cosh z = g + g",       2 cos z = g — g",

and, in view of (2.7)

Ae¡zil2 ^     cos z    +    cosh z    ^ 4 max
{'<'#

á 4Q(z)

(1*1   & 2).

This proves the lemma because we have shown already that (2.4)

holds for |z| ^2.

The function <p{z) = JJjlx (l+z/^)3 is of unbounded index (because

it has zeros of arbitrarily high multiplicity) and is clearly of order

zero. Hence, in view of (2.4)

(2.8) jf(2r,*)/«(*) á£,     (I «I =r)

where L is a finite bound. We set

(2.9) /(s) = —*(«)
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and notice that, in view of (2.3) and (2.8) the theorem is applicable to

the functions g(z) and /(z) defined by (2.1) and (2.9). Hence, for

small c,

c

F(z)=C/(z)=-0(z)

L

is a function of unbounded index which may be represented as the

sum of two functions of bounded index.

The author gratefully acknowledges the help in the writing of this

paper given by Professor Albert Edrei.
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